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Adaptive Amplification: An Inducible Chromosomal
Instability Mechanism
change, can also occur as an adaptive process, induced
by conditions under which the amplification is selected.
Gene amplification is the repetition of a length of DNA
P. J. Hastings,* Harold J. Bull,† Jennifer R. Klump,‡
and Susan M. Rosenberg
Department of Molecular and Human Genetics
sequence. It is a reversible genetic alteration that isBaylor College of Medicine
common in situations in which extra quantities of a geneOne Baylor Plaza
product bestow a growth advantage upon cells (re-Houston, Texas 77030
viewed by Stark and Wahl, 1984; Windle and Wahl, 1992).
Amplification is evolutionarily and developmentally im-
portant. It is a more flexible, less risky genome alterationSummary
than point mutation. First, it is reversible—homologous
recombination between DNA repeats can reduce themAdaptive mutation is an induced response to environ-
back to a single copy (see e.g., Tlsty et al., 1984). Sec-mental stress in which mutation rates rise, producing
ond, amplification can allow elaboration of new genepermanent genetic changes that can adapt cells to
functions without loss of potentially important old ones,stress. This contrasts with neo-Darwinian views of ge-
because the original is preserved in an unaltered copynetic change rates blind to environmental conditions.
(Ono, 1970). Finally, like point mutation, amplification isDNA amplification is a flexible, reversible genomic
a major route to oncogenesis and cancer progression,change that has long been postulated to be adaptive.
and it is often a higher frequency event than point muta-We report the discovery of adaptive amplification at
tion (Brodeur and Hogarty, 1998). Because of the re-the lac operon in Escherichia coli. Additionally, we find
markable potential for genetic adaptability that amplifi-that adaptive amplification is separate from, and does
cation can confer, it has long been postulated thatnot lead to, adaptive point mutation. This contradicts
amplification might be an adaptive response to selectivea prevailing alternative hypothesis whereby adaptive
conditions (e.g., Echols, 1981; Tlsty et al., 1984; Whori-mutation is normal mutability in amplified DNA. In-
skey et al., 1987). In the sole previous investigation ofstead, adaptive mutation and amplification are parallel
this possibility, amplification was found not to be induc-routes of inducible genetic instability allowing rapid
ible in a study of rat liver cells under a drug selectionevolution under stress, and escape from growth inhi-
(Tlsty et al., 1989). To our knowledge, no other rigorousbition.
study has been made. We shall report that amplification
of the lac operon in Escherichia coli is adaptive, arisingIntroduction
in response to conditions under which more copies of
a weakly functional lac allele allow growth. We find thatDarwinian evolution supposes that selection acts on
adaptive amplification occurs in parallel with adaptivepreexisting genetic variation, and neo-Darwinism, more
(point) mutation in the best studied system for adaptivestringently, presumes that rates of variation are constant
mutation, reversion of a lac frameshift allele carried on(e.g., Mayr, 1982). The discovery that some mutations
an F9 episome in E. coli. Adaptive amplification repre-arise as a response to selective conditions (adaptively)
sents a second mode of adaptive genetic change thatrevealed that this is not the exclusive course of evolution
is fundamentally different from adaptive point mutation(discussed by Cairns et al., 1988; but see Prival and
in the genetic flexibility that it can allow.Cebula, 1996; then demonstrated by Cairns and Foster,
Most studies of adaptive mutation have employed the1991; McKenzie et al., 1998). Adaptive mutation has now
lac assay: E. coli cells carrying a 11 frameshift allele in
been described in many different assays using bacteria
a lac gene on an F9 episome are starved on lactose
and yeast (reviewed by Foster, 1999), and apparently
medium and produce Lac1 mutant colonies over time,
similar environment/genome interactions may occur in after exposure to lactose medium (Cairns and Foster,
multicellular eukaryotes (reviewed by Metzgar and Wills, 1991). A summary of the key features of the mechanism
2000). In the best understood systems, adaptive muta- of adaptive mutation in this system will help in framing
bility is a transient condition of hypermutability during a second question addressed in this paper. The late
stress, allowing permanent mutations, some of which mutability is adaptive, arising under selection (McKenzie
can allow survival (Rosenberg et al., 1998; Lombardo et al., 1998, discussed below), and requires homologous
and Rosenberg, 1999; and presaged by ideas of Rad- recombination proteins (Harris et al., 1994, 1996; Foster
man, 1975; McClintock, 1978; Echols, 1981). In this re- et al., 1996). Adaptive mutation produces mostly 21
port, we provide evidence that gene amplification, a deletions in small mononucleotide repeats, whereas
second and fundamentally different mode of genetic growth-dependent reversions are heterogeneous (Fos-
ter and Trimarchi, 1994; Rosenberg et al., 1994). The
* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: hastings@ sequences mimic lac reversions in cells lacking postrep-
bcm.tmc.edu). licative mismatch repair (Longerich et al., 1995), which
† Present address: Department of Microbiology and Immunology, becomes limiting transiently during adaptive mutation
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan SN7 5E5,
(Harris et al., 1997). The adaptive mutations are thoughtCanada.
to result from DNA polymerase errors accrued during‡ Present address: Graduate Program in Biological and Biomedical
replication primed by double-strand break repair recom-Sciences, Harvard Medical School, Division of Medical Sciences,
260 Longwood Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02115. bination (Harris et al., 1994). Concurrent hypermutation
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of genes other than lac produces high frequencies of containing X-gal, which gives a blue color when it is
cleaved by b-galactosidase, the lacZ gene product. Be-unselected secondary mutations in the Lac1 mutant
cells, but not in their Lac2 neighbors, during starvation cause amplification is unstable and its breakdown (i.e.,
deamplification of the repeats by recombination, pro-(Torkelson et al., 1997; Rosche and Foster, 1999; Bull
et al., 2000; Godoy et al., 2000), providing evidence for ducing fewer copies of lac) causes cells to revert to
Lac2, amplified clones produce pale blue or white sec-a small hypermutable subpopulation of starved cells
(e.g., Hall, 1990). Their hypermutability is transient, re- tors in the blue Lac1 colony (Figure 1A, left). In contrast,
Lac1 point mutants produce a solid blue colony. In Fig-turning to normal after acquisition of a Lac1 mutation
(Longerich et al., 1995; Torkelson et al., 1997; Rosenberg ure 1A, sectored amplified colonies and nonsectored
mutant colonies are shown that were obtained duringet al., 1998; Rosche and Foster, 1999).
The idea of adaptive genetic change has been contro- selection for Lac1 in the frameshift-reversion strain, then
restreaked to rich X-gal plates.versial, suggesting to some a violation of the principle
that evolution does not involve foresight (e.g., Dickenson
and Seger, 1999; but see Metzgar and Wills, 2000 for Amplified Lac1 Colonies Arise over Time
counterargument, and discussed below). One prevailing on Lactose
alternative model for formation of these adaptive muta- We wished to assess the extent to which amplification
tions, without alteration of mutation rate, suggests that of lac occurs during adaptive mutation experiments in
apparent adaptive mutability is really a form of standard the lac frameshift strain (Cairns and Foster, 1991). The
spontaneous mutation, identical to that in growing cells lac 11 frameshift allele is leaky, producing about 1% of
(Andersson et al., 1998). Amplification was proposed the wild-type b-galactosidase activity, and its amplifica-
to allow growth of the cells with the leaky lac allele, tion had been reported (Foster, 1994). We find that am-
producing many copies of lac, all of which mutate at plified Lac1 colonies arise over time, after cells carrying
normal (low) rates. This model makes three specific pre- the lac 11 frameshift allele are plated on lactose minimal
dictions; in this work, we test all three predictions and medium (Figure 1B). Amplified clones (circles, Figure
report that none is upheld. First, we find that amplifica- 1B) comprise only a few percent of the Lac1 colonies
tion of lac is not, in general, a precursor to adaptive (squares, Figure 1B) during the first five days after expo-
point mutation. The amplified isolates do not form Lac1 sure to lactose (the standard duration of an adaptive
mutations readily, even under selection on lactose me- mutation experiment, e.g., Cairns and Foster, 1991), the
dium. Second, to explain genome-wide hypermutation rest of the Lac1 colonies being adaptive point mutants
in Lac1 adaptive mutants (Torkelson et al., 1997; Rosche (Figure 1B, and reviewed above). However, if incubation
and Foster, 1999; Bull et al., 2000; Godoy et al., 2000), is extended over several more days, amplified Lac1 col-
the model suggested that amplified DNA is mutagenic, onies become an increasing proportion of the Lac1 colo-
perhaps via titration of mismatch repair enzymes. By nies arising, accounting for 40% or more of the colonies
contrast, we find that amplified isolates do not have a that appear on days 8 and 9 (10%–20% of all Lac1
mutator phenotype, and (third) do not carry the second- by day 9). Southern analysis verifies that the sectored
ary (unselected) mutations frequently associated with colonies are amplified isolates (Figure 1C). About 30-fold
Lac1 adaptive mutation (Torkelson et al., 1997; Rosche more copies of the leaky lac mutant gene are present,
and Foster, 1999; Bull et al., 2000; Godoy et al., 2000). relative to a control chromosomal gene, for the isolates
We conclude that adaptive mutation does not result shown in Figure 1C.
from growth-dependent mutation in cells carrying ampli-
fication, and that amplified Lac1 clones do not stem Amplification Is Adaptive
from the same hypermutating subpopulation as mutant We asked whether the amplified Lac1 clones arose dur-
Lac1 clones do. Adaptive amplification is separate from, ing or before selection for Lac1 by measuring their speed
and does not lead to, adaptive mutation in this system. of colony formation under the Lac-selection conditions.
Therefore, adaptive mutation and amplification are par- A known number of cells from the demonstrably ampli-
allel pathways by which cells can adapt permanently or fied Lac1 isolates were diluted and replated under identi-
flexibly (respectively) to stress. cal lactose selection conditions (i.e., in a reconstruction
experiment). If the days required to re-form colonies
equals the number of days after selection when theResults and Discussion
original Lac1 colony arose, then the original Lac1 cell
was preexisting. For example, a Lac1 mutant colonyIdentification of Clones with Amplified lac DNA
To measure amplification of the lac operon under condi- originally visible six days after selection is inferred to
represent a preexisting mutant if its cells require sixtions that select adaptive Lac1 mutation, we used a
colony color assay for lac amplification. In E. coli, leaky days to re-form colonies under selective conditions. This
was shown to be the case (Prival and Cebula, 1996) formutant alleles of lacZ, encoding b-galactosidase, have
been found to be amplified in some of the colonies most reversions of a lac amber allele that had been
reported previously (Cairns et al., 1988) to form undergrowing on medium containing lactose as the only car-
bon source (Tlsty et al., 1984; and Horiuchi et al., 1963 selection conditions. The late amber reversions turned
out to be slow-colony-forming mutants that existed be-for previous related work). The amplified arrays contain
20 to 100 direct repeats of 10 to 40 kilobase pairs (kb) fore exposure to the lactose (Prival and Cebula, 1996,
i.e., they were not adaptive mutants). On the other hand,(Tlsty et al., 1984). Amplified clones can be identified by
replating the selected Lac1 colonies (some of which are if the days required to re-form colonies is less than the
number of days after selection when the original Lac1mutant, and some of which are amplified) to rich medium
Adaptive Amplification
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Figure 1. Occurrence of Mutant and Ampli-
fied Lac1 Colonies
(A) Amplified (left) and mutant (right) Lac1 col-
onies growing on rich medium with X-gal. The
white sectors in the amplified colonies reflect
breakdown (loss by recombination) of the
amplified DNA array to give a Lac2 pheno-
type. Cells taken from the white sectors on
these rich plates (with carbon sources other
than lactose) cannot grow if returned to me-
dium with lactose as the only carbon source
(data not shown).
(B) Cumulative total Lac1 colonies (open
squares), and the amplified fraction (circles)
in a standard adaptive mutation experiment
(expressed per 108 cells plated). Closed
squares show the number of viable Lac2 cells
on the plates normalized to the first day’s
count. Error bars on total Lac1 and relative
cell number represent one standard error of
the means of four cultures. Where not visible,
they are covered by the symbol.
(C) Southern blot of EcoRV-digested DNA
from two independent Lac1 amplified (left)
and Lac1 mutant isolates (right, with more
DNA loaded per lane). The blot was hybrid-
ized with digoxygenin-labeled probes to lacZ
and the chromosomal recD gene. The amplified isolates show about 30-fold amplification of lacZ DNA relative to recD. The size markers
(leftmost lane) are HindIII fragments of phage lambda DNA with sizes marked in kb.
colony arose, then the genetic change that allowed is adaptive by two independent criteria: the late arising
of fast growing isolates, and the absence of a clonalgrowth on lactose is inferred to have occurred after
exposure to the selective environment (adaptively). This (Luria/Delbru¨ck) distribution in cultures.
was shown for adaptive reversions of the lac frameshift
allele used here, in which Lac1 colonies first visible five Colony Growth Rate Reflects Amplicon Length
Unlike adaptive Lac1 mutation, in which nearly all mu-days after selection re-formed colonies after only two
days (McKenzie et al., 1998). tants re-form colonies in two days (McKenzie et al.,
1998), the adaptive amplified isolates show a varietyWe observe that for most amplified isolates, the num-
ber of days required to re-form colonies is less than of different growth rates (days to colony formation) on
lactose medium (Figure 2A). This is not caused by varia-the number of days after selection when the original
colonies became visible (Figure 2A). If amplified isolates tions in the number of copies of lac, which is optimally
high when the cells are grown on lactose medium, se-were preexisting, their times to colony re-formation
would equal the day on which each originally emerged lecting multiple copies of the leaky mutant gene for
growth (Figure 1C, and additional data not shown). Using(slope of 1 indicated by diagonal lines in Figure 2A).
The shorter times to colony formation for most isolates Southern and PCR analyses of the amplified DNA (Ex-
perimental Procedures; Figure 3B), we find that the dif-(falling below the line) indicate that the amplification
occurred during, rather than prior to, selection. Hence ferent growth rates are directly proportional to the
lengths of the amplified segments (amplicons) (Figuremost of the amplifications were not preexisting, but
rather occurred during selection for Lac1. The process 3A). The amplicons are direct repeats, and the positions
of the junctions of the repeats are illustrated in Figureis, therefore, adaptive.
This interpretation is also supported by a second line 4. The slower growth rate of clones with long amplicons
could result from the burden of replicating the extra DNAof evidence: the similarity of the results with four differ-
ent parallel cultures (Figures 2A1–4). Preexisting amplifi- or from increased instability in the longer arrays. Greater
instability would produce more sectors with fewer cop-cation would have a different clonal history in the four
different cultures (Luria and Delbru¨ck, 1943; Tlsty et ies of lac (and the cells from these sectors would not
grow appreciably with lactose as the sole carbonal., 1989); hence, cultures experiencing an amplification
event early in their growth would have a high frequency source, discussed in Figure 1).
of cells with a specific length of time to colony formation.
This would cause the cultures to show clustered (Luria/ Amplicon Length Is Stable under Selection
We interpret the data in Figure 2A, showing that ampli-Delbru¨ck) distributions that are quantitatively and quali-
tatively different from each other. The similarity between fied isolates reform colonies in fewer days than it took
to emerge in the original adaptive mutation experimentthe four cultures, that is, their failure to show clustered
colony growth rates and day of original colony emer- (Figure 1B), to indicate that amplification occurred after
exposure to lactose minimal medium. An alternative ex-gence (Figure 2A), supports the interpretation that am-
plification in this system is adaptive. planation for the data in Figure 2A is that cells with lac
amplification preexist, but the longer amplicons (slowerWe conclude that formation of amplified Lac1 colonies
Cell
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Figure 2. Amplification Occurs during Selec-
tion for Lac1
(A) Rate of colony formation of amplified iso-
lates (from Figure 1B) resubjected to selective
conditions. X axis: day that the colony first
emerged in the adaptive mutation experi-
ment. Y axis: average time taken to re-form
colonies under selective conditions. Sec-
tored colony (amplified) isolates from four
cultures (1–4) are shown separately. Each
point represents an independent amplified
isolate. If amplified isolates were preexisting,
their times to colony re-formation would
equal the day on which each originally
emerged (slope of 1 indicated by a line). The
shorter times to colony formation for most
isolates (falling below the line) indicate that
the amplification occurred during, rather than
prior to, selection, that is, the amplification is
adaptive. A separate aspect of the data also
supports this conclusion—the data from the
four different cultures (1–4) show that there
are no significant differences between the
cultures in the distribution of either days on which colonies arose, or the lengths of time taken to re-form colonies. (The mean days to colony
re-formation, the mean day of arising of unstable Lac1 colonies, and the mean days to colony formation of the amplified isolates that arose
on each of days 5–9, all fall within one standard deviation of the mean for the same parameter in the total data.) Thus there is no evidence
of the clustered (Luria/Delbru¨ck) distribution expected if amplification were preexisting.
(B) Amplified isolates do not evolve to faster (or slower) colony formation speed. This experiment shows the lack of variability in colony
formation speed of a given amplified isolate. For each of twelve amplified Lac1 isolates that arose on days 5–9 in the original adaptive mutation
experiment (Figure 1B), we chose isolates from the reconstruction shown in (A) to test their consistency of colony formation speed. These
displayed a variety of colony growth rates (Figure 2A). These isolates were subjected to a second reconstruction to determine whether growth
rate (days to colony formation) is a stable phenotype. As can be seen, the multiple cultures, of each of the 12 original isolates, displayed
consistent speeds of colony formation in their subcultures (each set of points on a vertical line). The results from this second reconstruction
are graphed for a total of 70 cultures (5 or 6 cultures corresponding to each isolate number). Many of the points coincide because of the lack
of variability between cultures of each original isolate. The original day of emergence of these isolates is day 5 (isolate 1), day 6 (isolates 2
and 3), day 7 (isolates 4–6), day 8 (isolates 7–9), and day 9 (isolates 10–12).
growing, Figure 3A) evolve to shorter length, and hence rate-limiting step took up to 5–7 days. Does amplifica-
tion from few copies to many take 5–7 days?faster growth, under starvation on lactose medium.
However, we find that the speed of colony formation We can reduce the number of lac copies in amplified
isolates by growing them in medium with a nonlactosedoes not decrease during subsequent re-growth experi-
ments on lactose minimal medium (Figure 2B), indicating carbon source (glycerol) (after their initial isolation under
lactose selection). Thirty generations of nonselectivethat evolution of the amplicons to allow more rapid
growth does not occur significantly under selective con- growth in glycerol reduces amplification such that only
20%–40% of the cells remain capable of growth on lac-ditions. We cannot exclude the possibility that evolution
of amplicons occurs as an extremely early event in Lac1 tose (whereas 70%–80% lactose-grown cultures do;
data not shown). This indicates that deamplification didcolony formation. However, if that were so, it would
appear that such evolution would have to occur as an occur during nonselective growth. We find that, for those
colonies that do form, cultures grown nonselectively foradaptive event for us to observe the lack of correspon-
dence between colony growth rate and original emer- 30 generations (low amplification) require only half to
one day more to form colonies than cultures grown se-gence (Figure 2A).
lectively in lactose medium (high amplification). This
contrasts with the 5–7 days required for the rate-limitingWhich Part of the Amplification Process
step in adaptive amplification. Thus, the adaptive partIs Adaptive?
of adaptive amplification seems unlikely to be amplifica-One possible mechanism of amplification (though not
tion of a preexisting duplication. Formation of an initialthe only one) is unequal exchange between duplicated
duplication seems more likely to be the rate-limitingsequences. The part of adaptive amplification induced
step.by selection conditions could be either formation of an
Many other aspects of growth on lactose with differentinitial duplication (presumably a nonhomologous recom-
numbers of copies of lac, involving both the need forbination event), or amplification to many copies from
b-galactosidase and the growth-penalty of carrying ex-preexisting duplications (homologous recombination).
tra DNA and/or of instability (Figure 3A), remain to beCan we distinguish which of these is the rate-limiting
explored.(adaptive) step?
The data suggest that amplification from preexisting
duplications is not the rate-limiting step. First, most Is Amplification a Pathway Separate
from Adaptive Mutation?adaptive amplifications emerge late, days 8–10 (Figure
1B), even though many of them require less than three An alternative hypothesis for adaptive Lac1 mutation
holds that sectored, amplified colonies like those dis-days to form colonies (Figures 2A and 2B). Thus, the
Adaptive Amplification
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mechanisms of genetic instability and cancer formation
in other organisms, because it counters the idea that
new mechanisms of genetic instability are induced un-
der stress (e.g., Foster, 1999; Lombardo and Rosenberg,
1999; Rosenberg, submitted; and presaged by Radman,
1975; McClintock, 1978; Echols, 1981). In the model of
Andersson et al., the very high frequency of unrelated
mutations among Lac1 adaptive mutants was sug-
gested to be caused by titration of mismatch repair
proteins during replication of amplified DNA, leading to
a mutator phenotype, and hypermutated genome (An-
dersson et al., 1998). We tested three predictions of the
Andersson et al. “growth-dependent mutation model.”
Test 1: Adaptive Mutation Is Not Promoted
by Amplification
First, the “growth-dependent mutation model” specifies
Figure 3. Slower Growth on Lactose Is Correlated with Greater Am- that amplification of lac is a sufficient condition to
plicon Length achieve adaptive mutation. If amplification were suffi-
(A) The line has a slope of 2 hr per kilobase of amplicon length, with cient, then exposing cells carrying amplified lac DNA to
a regression coefficient of 0.946. Amplicon length was determined
starvation on lactose medium would produce adaptiveby Southern hybridization and PCR (Experimental Procedures).
mutants with high efficiency. Our results do not support(B) Representative gel showing different amplicon lengths charac-
this prediction. We tested over 23,000 colonies pro-terized by outward facing PCR. In this example, 4 lengths were
determined by use of primers pointing outwards from lacY and lacI duced from 680 Lac1 amplified subclones obtained in
(see Figure 4), which are 5.6 kb apart. The ladder in lane 1 is a three reconstruction experiments (and derived from 31
Gibco/BRL 1 Kb plus DNA ladder. The length of each amplicon is different primary adaptive amplifications) for Lac1 point
5.6 kb plus the length of the PCR product, to give total lengths of
mutation. Only one subclone of the 680 produced a13.1 kb in lane 2 (7.5 1 5.6 kb); 17.6 kb in lane 4 (12 1 5.6 kb); 10.1
mixture of solid blue (mutant) and sectored (amplified)kb in lane 5 (4.5 1 5.6 kb), and 7.0 kb in lane 7 (1.4 1 5.6 kb).
Lac1 colonies after reexposure to lactose selection. The
rest remained unstable (amplified). This frequency of
mutants arising under lactose selection cannot accountcussed here are precursors to adaptive mutation, which
is suggested to occur by the same mutation mechanism for the fact that 90% of Lac1 colonies are pure mutant,
not amplified, after 8 days of selection (Figure 1B). Ifas that in growing cells (Roth et al., 1996; Andersson et
al., 1998). By this model, adaptive mutation does not amplification were sufficient to generate adaptive mu-
tants, then 90% of the 680 colonies rearising in an adap-differ from growth-dependent mutation, but instead is
a special case of it. Amplification of the leaky lac allele tive mutation experiment should have produced pure
mutant colonies when picked and replated on X-gal. Wewas proposed to allow slow growth, during which
growth-dependent mutations occur among the many conclude that amplification is not a sufficient condition
for production of adaptive mutants, in contrast with thelac gene copies produced. The mutation rate was sug-
gested to be higher than is observed during growth model of Andersson et al. (1998).
We note that the frequency of Lac1 mutant cells foundbecause there are multiple copies of lac, and therefore,
presumably, more opportunities to mutate. In this in growing cultures is about 1028 (Harris et al., 1994,
1996) so that we would not often expect to detectmodel, once a Lac1 mutation occurred, it would segre-
gate away from the amplified DNA, and the mutant cells growth-dependent Lac1 mutants in a screen on this
scale (2.3 3 104 colonies examined) even if the mutationwould overtake the amplified cells in the colony because
of their substantial growth advantage. This model is rate to Lac1 were enhanced by the presence of multiple
copies. However, we can say that any enhancement thatimportant to thinking about both bacterial evolution and
Figure 4. Positions and Sizes of Repeated
Units
A map, approximately to scale, of the relevant
part of the F9 showing the positions of probes
(black blocks) and outward facing PCR prim-
ers (arrows) used to map amplicons. A length
of about 40 kb is shown. Only relevant genes
are included. The positions of the amplicons
used in Figure 3A are shown below the map,
with their sizes in kb listed to the left. The
portion of the amplicon determined by South-
ern hybridization to be amplified is shown as
a segment of the map. The lengths deter-
mined by PCR are shown as wavy lines. Their
distribution between the two sides is not
known. The precise positions of the novel
junctions have not been determined.
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rates of amplified and mutant Lac1 isolates are indistin-
guishable. Amplification does not lead to a growth-
dependent mutator phenotype.
Further Discussion
Two Modes of Transient, Adaptive Genetic Instability
We have shown that DNA amplification, a flexible ge-
nome alteration, can arise adaptively, in response to an
environment in which the amplification is selected. This
differs from the results in rat liver cells (Tlsty et al., 1989).
One possible reason for the difference is that the high
concentration of the drug (PALA) used to select cells
with CAD gene amplification may have been lethal to
cells not already carrying the amplified DNA. If that were
so, then only preexisting amplifications would be visible
in their assay because cells not carrying the amplifica-
Figure 5. Mutation Rates of Mutant (black) and Amplified (hatched) tion would die before they could respond to the environ-
Lac1 Isolates during Growth
ment (this problem was articulated by Delbru¨ck, 1946;
Amplified isolates do not have a mutator phenotype. Error bars; one
Cairns et al., 1988).standard error of the mean mutation rates of three amplified or three
The finding of adaptive amplification adds a secondmutant isolates. Strep: resistance to 100 mg/ml streptomycin; 5FU:
and fundamentally different kind of adaptive geneticresistance to 5 mg/ml 5-fluorouracil; Val: resistance to 5 mg/ml valine;
Nal: resistance to 10 mg/ml nalidixic acid. This experiment has been change, one that potentially can allow many routes of
repeated with the same result. evolution and development not possible with adaptive
point mutation (reviewed in Introduction). Other, differ-
ent modes of genetic change also may occur adaptively.may occur is insufficient to account for most adaptive
Because amplification probably includes at least oneLac1 colonies, which are pure mutant (Figure 1B).
nonhomologous recombination step, it seems probable
that other rearrangements requiring nonhomologous re-Test 2: Amplified Clones Are Not Hypermutated
combination might also occur adaptively, such as dele-Second, the model of Andersson et al. (1998) explained
tion, inversion, and translocation.the genome-wide hypermutation found in Lac1 adaptive
mutants (Torkelson et al., 1997; Rosche and Foster,
Adaptive Amplification Is Separate1999; Bull et al., 2000; Godoy et al., 2000) by postulating
from Adaptive Mutationthat amplification (per se) causes hypermutation (by ti-
We have elaborated three criteria by which adaptivetrating mismatch repair, or other mechanisms also sug-
amplification is demonstrated to be a separate responsegested, Andersson et al., 1998). If this were so, then
from, and not a precursor to, adaptive mutation in thisamplified clones should also carry genome-wide hyper-
system. The amplified isolates are found, first, not tomutation, as adaptive mutants do. Thus, we tested
produce adaptive mutants under selective conditions,whether amplified Lac1 isolates carry unselected sec-
second, not to carry a high frequency of associatedondary mutations. A collection of 356 adaptive Lac1
unrelated mutations (as adaptive Lac1 point mutantsisolates that carry an unrelated secondary mutation was
do), and third, not to have a mismatch repair-deficientscreened to determine the proportion that was amplified
(mutator) phenotype. Thus, the data indicate that adap-(Experimental Procedures). If amplified cells were as
tive amplification is not a precursor to adaptive muta-hypermutable during selection as adaptive mutants,
tion, but rather is a separate pathway of adaptation tothen they would be represented in the same proportion
stress. Whereas adaptive mutation produces perma-among secondary mutants as they are among total
nent genetic changes that allow growth under other-adaptive Lac1 colonies. Thus the secondary mutants
wise growth-limiting conditions, adaptive amplificationwould be z10% amplified Lac1 and 90% mutant Lac1.
allows growth via reversible genetic change (postulatedWhereas the model predicts that 37 of the 356 second-
by Echols, 1981; Tlsty et al., 1984). We suggest thatary mutants examined would be amplified Lac1, we
the amplified isolates have such low mutability underfound only one. This difference is highly significant
selective conditions specifically because they have(p , 0.001). The data indicate that the amplified Lac1
achieved growth, and have therefore escaped the stresscells did not experience the genome-wide hypermuta-
of starvation, which, we suggest, induces mutability.tion characteristic of Lac1 adaptive mutants.
Test 3: Mismatch Repair Works Normally Differences in the Salmonella System
Our results differ from those of Andersson et al. (1998).in Amplified Clones
Third, we tested the suggestion that amplified DNA ti- In their Salmonella system, a few percent of the cells
in each mutant Lac1 colony are amplified, not mutanttrates out mismatch repair leading to a mutator pheno-
type. This prediction is not specific to starvation condi- (Andersson et al., 1998), whereas we find that Lac1
clones are either amplified or mutant, not mixed (Figurestions, but would also apply to growing cells because,
by the model of Andersson et al., these do not differ. 1B, 2, and above). The difference may be attributable
to differences between the two systems. The study ofAs shown in Figure 5, the growth-dependent mutation
Adaptive Amplification
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Andersson et al. (1998) was done with a strain of Salmo- It need not. First, we note that Darwin felt no discomfort
with the idea that environmental stresses might provokenella carrying a virulence plasmid that represses sex
plasmid transfer functions (Galitski and Roth, 1995; An- variability on which selection could act (Darwin, 1859).
Second, as argued cogently (Metzgar and Wills, 2000)dersson et al., 1998), which are required for high levels
of recombination-dependent adaptive mutation in E. coli and implied previously (e.g., Radman, 1975; McClintock,
1978; Echols, 1981), the ability to increase random (notand Salmonella (Foster and Trimarchi, 1995; Galitski and
Roth, 1995). (Transfer proteins are speculated to stimu- just adaptive) mutation rates under stress could be pre-
served in evolution with no special foresight operating.late mutation by making single-strand nicks at the F
origin of transfer, which could stimulate, for example, Despite the obvious cost in deleterious mutations, in-
ducible mutability (point mutability and amplification)the SOS response that occurs during, and promotes,
adaptive mutation [McKenzie et al., 2000].) In a previous might be more advantageous than the alternative of
stasis, which in some environments would be lethal. Ifstudy, RecA-dependent adaptive mutation occurred
only in the absence of the virulence plasmid repression survivors tended to be individuals that could induce
mutability, the ability to do so would be preserved. Fore-function (Galitski and Roth, 1995). Thus, their results
may differ from those in E. coli because the Salmonella sight is not needed for such mechanisms to persist.
strain they used may be less efficient at recombination-
dependent adaptive mutation, the major adaptive muta-
Contributions of Transient versus Permanenttion pathway operating at lac in the E. coli strain used
Genetic Instability to Evolution and Cancerhere (Harris et al., 1994). The mutations that form in their
Both adaptive (point) mutability and adaptive amplifica-strain may form via a different mechanism.
tion in E. coli (described here) are transient states ofAnother difference is that Andersson et al. allowed
genetic instability from which successful cells emergesome growth of their cells under lactose selection.
that have overcome the growth inhibition caused byGrowth in the experiments reported here was slight,
starvation. Those that succeed by transient instabilityand only occurred late (Figure 1B). We have suggested
(either mutation or amplification) are the majority. Byabove that the mere fact of growth (for example con-
contrast, fewer than 10% of successful Lac1 in thisferred by an amplified mutant lac allele), may make cells
system are heritable mutator mutants (mutants with per-ineligible for the induction of adaptive mutation. Thus,
manent genetic instability) (Longerich et al., 1995; Tor-Andersson et al. appear to have monitored mutation in
kelson et al., 1997; Rosenberg et al., 1998; Rosche andcircumstances that may differ substantially from those
Foster, 1999). Heritable mutators are of interest in evolu-used here and in other E. coli studies of adaptive mu-
tion and oncogenesis because they can accumulate rap-tation.
idly the multiple mutations required for adaptation toThe mutation pathway studied by Andersson et al. is
challenging environments (LeClerc et al., 1996; Matic etinteresting and may be important in its own right, even
al., 1997; Mao et al., 1997) and for cancer formationthough it seems unlikely to pertain to recombination-
(reviewed by Loeb, 1991) and so are selected. Heritabledependent adaptive mutation in E. coli. Because many
mutators account for a few percent of bacterial survivorsother systems for adaptive mutation may operate via
of selection in the wild (LeClerc et al., 1996; Matic et al.,other mechanisms (reviewed by Foster, 1999), there are
1997) and in laboratory conditions (reviewed by Rosen-probably multiple adaptive mutation mechanisms, one
berg et al., 1998), and also of colon cancers (Modrich,of which might be modeled by their system.
1994). Although a few percent is a high frequency of
any kind of mutant, including mutator mutants (Modrich,Adaptive Subversion of Growth Control
1994), it is nevertheless a minority of survivors of selec-Adaptive mutation and amplification are pathways of
tion. We suggest that most rapid genetic changepermanent and reversible genetic change under stress
allowing growth in bacterial populations and cancerin E. coli. These two pathways may model two important
cells may occur via transient, (stress-) inducible statesways that growth control is also subverted in the origins
such as adaptive mutation (by any of several mecha-of cancer, in tumor progression and resistance to che-
nisms, reviewed by Lombardo and Rosenberg, 1999)motherapeutic drugs. Stressful environments occur in
and adaptive amplification. Adaptive amplification rep-developing tumors (Reynolds et al., 1996) and upon ex-
resents the second of such modes of inducible geneticposure to toxic drugs. The mechanisms underlying these
instability leading to adaptation.changes may be more like adaptive changes in growth-
limited bacteria than like DNA rearrangements and mu-
Experimental Procedurestations that occur during growth.
Adaptive Mutation ExperimentsEvolutionary Principles Are Not Violated
Escherichia coli strains are those used previously (Cairns and Foster,
We have described the second of two fundamentally 1991; Harris et al., 1996). Growth and adaptive mutation experiments
different modes of adaptive genetic change—adaptive were as published (Harris et al., 1996), except that experiments
were carried on for 9 days instead of 5. Slight growth of Lac2 cellsamplification—and we have also reinforced transient
(measured as described, Harris et al., 1996) was seen in the later(general) hypermutability as a model for adaptive point
days of experiments, (Figure 1B), and never before day 5. Lac1mutation in this system (e.g., Torkelson et al., 1997; and
colonies picked and regrown for reconstruction experiments wereHall, 1990; Ninio, 1991, for other similar models). Does
picked when they first became visible (0.5–1 3 107 cells/colony).
the existence of modes of adaptive (inducible) genetic Stability was determined by streaking or spreading for isolated cells
change violate the evolutionary principle that evolution on LBH medium (Harris et al., 1996) containing 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-
indoyl b-D-galactoside (X-gal) and 100 mg/ml rifampicin (to excludedoes not involve foresight (Dickenson and Seger, 1999)?
Cell
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